
Regulating freedom of speech and assembly is 
problematic, which has been shown through countless 
downfalls of authoritarian regimes. Free speech and civil 
discourse aren’t simple as autonomous utterances; it’s 
an essential pillar in sparking revolutions. Civil discourse 
and free speech develop opportunities for change 
and innovation, making them essential in developing a 
responsible government. With those opportunities, 
open-minded individuals will be ready to take the first 
steps and change their nation for the better. 

To promote change in a nation, civilians must know the 
truth regarding their government’s wrongdoings. This 
is why authoritarian leaders benefit from withholding 
information from the public and making up their own 
truth. In an article titled “Truth and Modern Dictatorship” 
by Donsky, the author describes how a nation with no 
free speech nor civil discourse views the dictatorship 
as the absolute truth. To further elaborate, the author 
stated, “the official truths are true because they are 
pronounced by the absolutely trustworthy government” 
(Donsky, 1934). 

Without the ability of free speech or civil discourse, the 
truth is lost, and people become easily manipulated. A 
great example of this phenomenon is North Korea, A 
nation with little to no freedoms, especially regarding 
criticism of Kim Jong-un and the government. North 
Korean propaganda is known to spew out nonsense 

claims to better the people’s perception of the 
authoritarian regime; for instance, a North Korean poster 
captured attention in 2015 due to its preposterous claims 
(The Week Staff, 2015). The poster claimed North Korea 
is the world’s second happiest nation, and the United 
States is the least happy (The Week Staff, 2015). These 
claims are undoubtedly false due to the countless daily 
issues North Koreans struggle with, such as famine. 
However, North Koreans who have never experienced a 
different lifestyle nor had any contact with the outside 
world begin to believe that their issues are not significant 
to others’ problems and become thankful to their ruler. 

The ability to discuss and criticize methods and 
ideas causes innovation in political, economic, and 
technological fields. Open criticism comes with free 
speech and civil discourse, implying a person is free to 
disagree with any political, religious, or ethical ideologies 
with no persecution. Disagreeing with a person promotes 
rationalization from both sides to prove their point of 
view. Through this discourse, new ideologies are formed 
while old ones are improved. Allowing all persons to 
share their opinion is essential in a democracy that seeks 
understanding and common ground regarding conflicting 
viewpoints. Understanding people from different 
backgrounds creates new perspectives driving innovation 
even further.
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